
New  Fiction  from  J.G.P.
MacAdam: “A Sleeping Peace”
Author’s  note:  I  arrived  at  this  story  after  reading  an
article in Rolling Stone called ‘Highway to Hell: A Trip Down
Afghanistan’s Deadliest Road’ and I thought, what if what’s
happening in Afghanistan ended up happening here, in America?
Would Americans finally “get it” then?

*

Sometimes the weariness in my bones was so bad it took near
everything I had just to get out of bed in the morning.
Captain Hernandez tapped on the front door at 0400. I was
already packed and dressed. I slipped my nose out of Zachary’s
doorway. His bedsheets were tousled and I wanted to tuck him
back in, but I didn’t want to risk waking him. Let him sleep.
I slid his door shut and turned the knob. Matt was waiting for
me  at  the  bottom  of  the  stairs,  as  he  was  every  Monday
morning. He handed me a thermos of Klickitat Dark Roast.
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“Thanks.”

“Text  me  every  hour  on  the  hour.”  He  hugged  me  close.
“Please.”

His beard was just the right length, not too scratchy. “Go
back to sleep. Try to grab another hour or two before Zachary
wakes up.”

“I’ll try,” he whispered in my ear and squeezed me closer.

Captain Hernandez tapped on the door again.

“Gotta go. Remember to ask Teacher Julie about Zachary’s—”

“I’ll remember.”

“And you’ve got another doctor’s appointment this—”

“I’ve got the home front covered, Charlie-Echo.”

“Okay.”
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We kissed. Matt made sure I had my briefcase, bulletproof vest
and everything else, then opened the door. The damp predawn
air blew in with the sound of idling engines and Captain
Hernandez’s voice. “Morning, ma’am.”

“Morning, Captain. Latest intel?” I knew Matt liked hearing
the Captain’s briefings. It was practically every other week
that Matt was trying yet another prescription for his anxiety.
None worked.

“Contractors for ODOT took an ambush on Saturday, trying to
patch up that one crater near mile marker 270. No casualties.
The hole’s still there, though.”

“Any IED’s?” Matt stepped onto the threshold.

“Four, sir. EOD’s taken care of them though.”

“Maybe you guys mix up your route a little bit? Take one of
the bridges across the river, or several, crossing back and
forth.”

Shaking my head: “I’m already leaving at the crack of dawn as
it is. We’ll take eighty-four all the way out.”

Captain  Hernandez  agreed.  Matt  shifted  uncomfortably;  he
didn’t like being reminded that in a very real way he didn’t
know what the hell he was talking about. The Captain knew when
to take his leave. “Clock’s ticking, ma’am.” He tapped his
watch and stepped his combat boots down the front steps.

I glanced back at Matt, hoping he wouldn’t but knowing he
would.

“I don’t see why you can’t just deviate your route a little.
These National Guard guys don’t know their ass from a hole in
the—”

“Matt, honey, please. I gotta go.”



“Why’s the Governor making you do this? Plenty of other County
Executives don’t have to travel out to the sticks. In Baker,
in Grant, in Malheur, in any of the eastern counties there’s
not even any county government left to speak of.”

“You know why. There needs to be a government presence in
Umatilla. It’s the bridge. It’s the dam. It’s the interstate.”

“I don’t want to lose my wife to some goddamned—” I saw how
much it took him to swallow his worries down. He couldn’t help
himself; he always grew so anxious right at the last minute.
“I’m sorry, you gotta go.”

“I’ll see you Friday.”

Matt nodded and sighed. “We’ll be here.”

“I love you.”

“I love you, too. Zaniyah?”

“Yeah?”

“Text me, please.”

Emails were already rolling in on my phone. Captain Hernandez
was waiting, holding the armored door to my SUV open for me.
“I’ll text you when we make it past the Hood River base.”

*

My  phone  scrolled  with  endless  memos.  Everything  Umatilla
County—population 43,696 and dropping—from road maintenance to
school renovations. Reviewing and e-signing as much as I could
in the back of my de facto mobile office, a hulk of an SUV
outfitted  with  bulletproof  windows  and  steel-plated
undercarriage.

We picked up Muri, my counterpart in Wasco County, before
taking I-5 to the I-84 interchange. Our order of movement was
lead Humvee with a gunner and a .50 cal in the turret, my SUV,



a second Humvee, followed by Muri’s SUV, then a rear Humvee.
We hit the interchange at a smooth 70 mph maintaining a strict
20-meter interval between vehicles.

I yawned and glimpsed the shadow of someone standing under an
overpass. They were holding their phone to their face and
tracking our convoy with it.

“D’you see that one, Captain?”

“I did, ma’am.” He commanded the convoy from the passenger
seat. “Third lookout this morning.”

“They know we’re coming.”

“They always do.”

I suppressed another yawn and tried not to think about it,
bending to my memos again, sipping my Klickitat Dark. Portland
swirled by my window. Even at this hour the streetcars were
running, bicycle lanes filling up, another day in the life of
a great American city no doubt suffering its fair share of
contested  neighborhoods,  crime,  refugee-packed  stadiums  and
smoke-filled summers where the air itself became an enemy to
defend against. But the insurgency held little sway here.
Portland,  Salem,  the  coast  and  anything  within  artillery
distance of the I-5 corridor was safe insofar as the National
Guard continued to pour manpower and materials into defending
it. As for any territory east of the Cascades, however, the
same could not be said.

The first couple hours of our trip sped by, the lead truck
passing smoothly around the handful of semis still making runs
into contested territory, the whole convoy flowing apace. The
question, the one question that always gnawed its way into my
brain every Sunday evening, before even waking Monday morning,
before saying goodbye, hit me, once again. Why not turn back?
It was the sight of the first military outpost atop Tooth Rock
that brought the question on. The Tooth Rock outpost was, for



me,  the  western  entry  point  to  the  Columbia  Gorge,  the
Cascades, thickly forested, magical, wet with ferns and moss,
riven with canyons and waterfalls, a fairy tale place of my
youth, a place to camp, to hike, to explore. But it wasn’t
that  way  anymore.  Now,  I  saw  only  violence.  The  way  the
Columbia River had once upon a time blown a mile-wide hole
through the mountains. The way the land was torn apart and
uplifted, itself a testament to the hundreds of thousands of
years of earthquakes and eruptions from the resident volcanoes
at present asleep under their cones of ice.

Tooth Rock disappeared around another upthrust of rock. A
spattering of headlights on the westbound lane, some people
still commuting into Portland. Why not turn back? Herrera, the
County Executive for Gilliam County, was not in the convoy. He
called in sick, as usual. The Hood River CE, Jules, slept in a
bunker in the base there. Sherman County’s CE was a no-show,
probably nursing a hangover, the stress of the job driving her
to drink her way out and drink her way back every week, or so
I heard. The only other county besides my own along I-84 was
Morrow County. That was Henderson’s territory, or had been. He
boasted of being born and bred in Morrow County, knew the
people and the hills like the back of his hand. He once said
to me, “Zaniyah, just be yourself. Don’t be the Governor’s
lackey.  Don’t  be  the  authoritarian  dictating  curfews  and
martial law. Don’t be the savior. Just be yourself, the girl
from Umatilla. You’re from Umatilla, right? That’s why the
Governor appointed you, wasn’t it?” He was right and he was
dead. Insurgents ran a Corolla rigged with fertilizer and a
suicide bomber straight into his SUV as he was leaving the
compound down in Heppner, the county seat.

“We should have choppers.”

“What’s that, ma’am?”

“Nothing, Captain. Just thinking aloud.”



Choppers were too scarce and expensive to fuel. The winds in
the Gorge too treacherous for most aircraft, the weather too
unpredictable.

The Bonneville Dam slid into view, its turbines and buttresses
stretching across three separate islands. It was soon followed
by the white-trussed expanse of the Bridge of the Gods which
seemed  to  hover  midair  under  a  blaze  of  spotlights.  A
checkpoint searched vehicles before allowing them to cross.
Why not turn back? Even this lake of a river fell dam-to-dam
down to Portland and out to the Pacific. To travel east was to
go against gravity. “I’m appointing you all to be my eyes and
ears on the ground,” said the Governor. “The mayors and county
commissions elected locally, well, they’re not what I would
call cooperative all of the time, especially in the eastern
counties.” My phone vibrated with a new email from the Mayor
of  the  City  of  Umatilla.  His  email  was  mostly  a  rant
interspersed with all-caps saying that I did not have the
authority to direct road maintenance, though they were state
funds and the State Legislature explicitly directed CE’s to
monitor all state expenditures. I did not have the authority
to make the curfew start earlier and end later. I did not have
the authority to ration medical supplies or food aid. Mayor
Pete even brought out the big guns, the telltale codewords and
innuendo of popular insurgent threads, the language of which
was now near ubiquitous across much of eastern Oregon. “It’s
only  because  of  the  Governor’s  MILITARY  DICTATORSHIP  via
stationing TROOPS in our backyard that YOU even survive your
little trips out here!” Was that a threat? What else could it
be, in times like these? “Where are you anyways?” he wrote.
“Why aren’t you in the office yet?” I replied with only an “En
route. — Z.” and pictured his face reddening at the screen.
Why keep going? Why fight for people who did not want you to
fight for them?

The interstate slithered its way between the dark river and
darker upthrusts of rock. Exits were blocked off and closed.



Corporal  Barnes,  ever  the  silent  driver,  clicked  on  the
windshield wipers as the air congealed into a mist of rain. A
prominent slab of rock jutted out over the right side of the
road and when our headlights passed across it, I saw the
message, we all did, could read those white letters spray-
painted across the wet black of the rock plain as day. We Will
Never Stop, We Will Never Tire, We Will Fight Until Our Blood
Runs Dry.

No one said anything, hearing only my own voice in the back of
my head repeating a question.

*

“What’s that, sir?” Corporal Barnes pointed up ahead.

The sky was still black but for a rimming of cobalt. In the
mountains across the river, in Washington state, the subtlest
red sparks arced back and forth like a mini meteor shower.
“Tracers,” said Captain Hernandez. “One of our own out of Hood
River.”

We saw the glow of Forward Operating Base Hood River before we
saw the base. The jade trusses of the bridge, too, popped out
of the dawn, its floodlit reflection shimmering across the
water. FOB Hood River sat on what was once a waterfront park.
It was the operational and logistical hub of the entire Mid-
Columbia region. The main employer, too. Our convoy slowed as
traffic  thickened  and  then  crawled  and  then  stopped
altogether,  the  line  to  get  on-base  overflowing  onto  the
interstate.

Captain Hernandez yawned.

“Get much sleep, Captain?”

“No, ma’am. The baby woke up two, three times before I got up
to leave. Hungry little guy. Tell me, when do they start
sleeping through the night?”



“It takes a while,” I said, “but they eventually do.”

The town of Hood River sloped uphill on our right, broad
yellow windows capturing the view, though more and more of
those houselights never switched on anymore. Whoever had the
means moved east. Ever since Town Hall was pipe-bombed people
just  didn’t  feel  safe  anymore.  That  happened  despite  the
nearness of such a massive base with its five-meter-high Hesco
walls and thousand-or-so troops and reams of concertina wire
and  guard  towers  bristling  with  machine  guns.  Begged  the
question:  how  much  did  all  this  military  might  actually
protect anybody? Still, I’d be returning to FOB Hood River
before sundown to spend the night on a cot in a tent. I never
expected I’d be sleeping four out of every seven nights inside
of a bunker, but whose career ever goes according to plan? The
cooks  in  the  chow  hall  made  omelets  for  everyone  pulling
midnight duty and for the rest of us who couldn’t sleep.

“There they are,” said Corporal Barnes. I was about to text
Matt  but  stopped  to  stare  out  at  the  platoon  of  Humvees
limping their way across the bridge. One had a cockeyed wheel
and half its bumper blown off. Even from where we were on the
interstate you could see the spiderwebs in their windshields,
the smoke stains across their hoods.

*

Terraces of rock stepped into the clouds. White threads of
rain-born torrents wound off their green flanks and spilled
onto the broken and tumbled basalt below. We rolled at a
steady 55 mph. The trip always felt a little less perilous
once the sun broke and I could watch the sides of the Gorge
panning by, at least for a while. We sped through The Dalles,
with its orange-trussed bridge and hydroelectric dam. Muri and
one  Humvee  peeled  off,  taking  the  second-to-last  exit.  I
texted Muri a good morning because I knew he’d be just waking
up. He replied with a good luck.



I resumed my work: sewer repairs, budget shortfalls, a new
zoning ordinance to prohibit illegal squatting. Another email
from Mayor Pete discussing an upcoming committee vote to move
the county seat back to Pendleton, an hour further east down
I-84. Out of the question. A teleconference with the Governor,
tedious logistics details for air drops to the Yakama and
Umatilla  Indian  Reservations,  their  militias  still  holding
their own, even regaining territory previously stolen by the
insurgents who wanted access to salmon fishing hotspots. Then
came another spray-painted rock outcropping. The Government
Does Nothing For Us. Absolutely Nothing. Why could we not hire
someone to cover those up?

“These  cams  have  all  been  spray-painted,”  said  Captain
Hernandez.  The  entirety  of  the  interstate  was  under
surveillance, except when the insurgents managed to jerry rig
one of those drones you could buy at Walmart and rig it with a
can of spray paint and a funny robotic finger to depress the
nozzle. “They’ll be out till next week, at a minimum.”

Beyond The Dalles traffic virtually disappeared. We passed the
half-sunken  remains  of  the  Union  Pacific  train  that  had
derailed  last  year,  waves  lapping  at  the  sides  of  empty
boxcars. Trains could use only the Washington side of the
river now. But for how much longer? The Trunk Rail Bridge slid
into view next. Its middle section was missing, it had been
blown apart and sunken into the river, only twisted fingers of
steel  reaching  through  the  air  like  two  rheumatic  hands
straining  to  grasp  one  another  again.  I  was  still  half-
listening  to  the  Governor  in  the  teleconference.  “—strong
intel  that  the  infrastructure  through  the  Columbia  Gorge
remains a top target. We must—” but I already knew what he was
going to say. The carcasses of vehicles, both civilian and
military,  began  to  propagate  across  the  shoulders  of  the
highway like roadkill, just pushed off to the side, no time to
get a wrecker out here to remove them. We groped our way
around  the  blast  crater  leftover  from  a  recent  IED,  then



another crater, and another, then a few more hastily filled-in
ones. “We must remain committed,” said the Governor. “We must
keep moving, keep pressuring the enemy even if they’re people
we grew up with, even if they’re family.”

The lead truck slowed and maneuvered around something like the
tenth blast crater in a row. Corporal Barnes followed in its
tracks. We regained a 45 mph speed and kept moving.

*

“Why’re we stopping?” The windshield filled with brake lights,
more than you’d expect on a seemingly empty highway.

“Don’t know, ma’am.” We came to a dead stop. “I can’t see
beyond those semis up ahead.” Captain Hernandez touched his
hand  to  the  mike  on  his  throat.  “Alright,  TC’s  dismount,
drivers and gunners remain in your trucks. Let’s go see what’s
going on.” The Captain got out. Three other soldiers linked up
with him, everyone kitted in their helmets and vests. They
locked and loaded before disappearing into the mingled glares
of the sunrise and the red taillights up ahead. It was just
Corporal Barnes and me. I slipped my own vest on though it
didn’t fit well and the plates were heavy and the velcro
scratched  my  neck.  Other  vehicles—civilian  cars  and
trucks—began piling in behind us. Locking us in. Trapping us.

It all started coming back to me, flooding in like a waking
dream. It had been over a year since the attack on my life but
an attack of another kind made it real again, made it now.
Those woods were these woods. Thickets of gangly black oaks.
Cloaking the multiple ravines the enemy used to ingress and
egress. The insurgents knew that if they simply kept shooting
at one portion of bulletproof glass at some point it was sure
to fail. They prevailed. One bullet made it through, exploding
stuffing out of my seat, missing my head by mere inches. Then
the enemy broke contact, the sound of their four-wheelers
fleeing into the hills. The bark of our .50 cals as they



returned fire. Captain Hernandez shouting into two hand mikes
at once. Me, just lying on the floor, touching my trembling
fingertips to the side of my head, my temple, my ear, my
hair—just to make sure it was all still there.

I realized I was doing controlled breathing like when I was in
labor with Zachary, twenty hours in that hospital bed, Matt
counting  my  contractions  for  me.  I  counted  the  seconds,
minutes, until Captain Hernandez returned.

“Shit.”

“Ma’am?” said Corporal Barnes.

“Nothing, nothing.” I had only forgotten to text Matt. Texting
him now. I’m alright, we made it past HR. Smooth sailing so—

“Another crater,” said Captain Hernandez, huffing back into
his seat, slightly wet from the rain. He slammed his door
shut, locked it. “Big one. Both lanes. Same one as last week.
Contractors still haven’t filled it in yet.”

“They’re tired of getting shot at.”

The Captain ejected a bullet, catching it out of the air. “I
would be, too. In the meantime both lanes are squeezing onto
the shoulder to get through.”

“State patrol up there?”

Captain Hernandez only chuckled and shook his head.

“Figures.”

“It unfortunately does, ma’am.”

We  waited,  everyone’s  mufflers  chugging  in  place.  Captain
Hernandez peered up the cliffs looming over our righthand
windows. He radioed Hood River. “Hot Rocks, this is Charlie-
Echo-Six,  over.”  Garble  in  his  earbud.  “Requesting  a  UAV
flyover on the high ground to my south, break. Our position is



whiskey-mike-niner-four…”

I tried not to count the seconds ticking by on phone. Other
vehicles were inching forward. Why were we still stopped? Not
moving at all? I could smell myself I was sweating so bad,
forcing myself to breathe in my nose, out my mouth, closing my
eyes, unsure how much longer I could continue skating along
the edge like this until—“Wake the fuck up.”

The Captain slapped the back of Corporal Barnes’s helmet.

Barnes snapped his head up. “Huh?”

“We’re moving.”

“Sorry, sir.”

It took a minute but we finally made it past the blast crater,
its hole so deep and wide we could have fit our entire SUV
inside of it. Then we were moving again and all I wanted was
to take the next exit, turn around and beeline it back home. I
wanted to be there for my husband, for my son. So what if
these people wanted to deny election results? So what if they
wanted to set up their own shadow governments and threaten,
coerce, kidnap or kill their own elected officials? So what if
they wanted to build shooting ranges and IED-making academies
out in the pathless hinterlands? What difference was fighting
them year after year after year ever going to make? Even once
we arrived in Umatilla, I wouldn’t be allowed out of the SUV.
Our convoy would roll straight into the Municipal Compound,
behind the blast barriers, and there I’d sit, stuck, working
what I could until nightfall, unable to so much as steal a
glance out of my office’s sandbagged windows. I couldn’t walk
the streets, couldn’t talk to people, and the people knew it.
All they ever saw of me was my tinted silhouette as the convoy
drove by. God knows it wouldn’t have mattered. Even if I could
meet them where they were, still there’d be that wall of
suspicion, that resentment in their eyes. I knew it, heard it
nonstop growing up, that bile, that bitterness, that anti-



government propaganda tinged with racism, the whitewashing of
history, the so-called patriotism of “real” Americans, and so
long as the supply of guns remained unchallenged, so long as
the schools suffered in these blighted depopulated areas where
an eighth-grader in Portland on average possessed a higher
math and reading competency than any high school graduate in
Umatilla,  so  long  as  there  remained  an  endless  supply  of
disaffected white boys willing to shoot up a shopping center
or plant a bomb in the road or runoff and join the rest of
“the boys” to stick it to the government treading all over
their rights, this war, this insurgency, was never going to
end. But it had to, it had to end, the hate at some point had
to stop. Because I couldn’t stop. The convoy couldn’t stop.
Even as the interstate raised and the Gorge ended and a clear
blue sky beckoned and the land smoothed into familiar expanses
of tumbleweed and rabbitbrush, dry empty capacious lands, the
dual bridges out of Umatilla sliding into view, I let myself
hope. I let myself drift, reminding myself of why I could
never turn back. Because just above the bridges, beyond the
McNary Lock and Dam, maybe another hour’s drive along the
river, there was a spot where the sounds of traffic died away,
where there was just the wind on the water, in the grass, and
the feel of the rounded rocks under your galoshes as you stood
ankle-deep in the blue, where my father had taken me when I
was young and we had thrown our lines in and waited, waited
for what felt like decades, till a fish nibbled and finally
snagged upon the hook. I was going to take Zachary to that
place, whether it be next year or two years or ten years from
now, he needed to know that place, a country, a land where
things weren’t violent or contested but resounding in its
quietude, abiding in its own mysterious slumber, that waited
for us if we’d only waken to hear its singing soul once again,
a song of sleeping peace.



New  Nonfiction  from  J.G.P.
MacAdam:  “Was  His  Name
Mohammed Hassan?”
I don’t want to keep going back there. I’m damn near forty
years old; too broke and tubby to deploy anymore. It’s my
kid’s birthday next week. I should be thinking about balloons,
wrapping paper, last-minute toys to order off Amazon. I don’t
want to keep going back there, to the dust up my nose from
another bomb buried in the road, to the holes left in me,
those feelings, the loss, but I do.

*

It’s eight months into my second deployment. August 2009. I’m
standing  in  a  guard  tower  sandwiched  between  two  hesco
bastions, looking out over a lush green carpet of terraced
farms and qalats, all of it laid out before me with titanic,
purple-brown, barren peaks rising up either side. Wheat grows
down in the strip of green, apple and apricot orchards. Your
night  vision  snags  in  their  branches  during  patrols.  I’m
standing in my uniform, wearing a patrol cap, my radio tucked
in  my  back  pocket  with  the  antennae  whapping  me  in  the
shoulder. There are two other guys with me in the tower,
wearing their mitch helmets, vests, ammo, however-many pounds
of gear. I’m the Sergeant of the Guard, on light duty inside
the walls of COP Blackhawk. My left hand looks like someone’s
blown one of those purple latex gloves into a balloon, but the
swelling’s  been  going  down  over  the  last  couple  of  days.
Within a week or so, I’ll be on patrol again.

One of the guys is talking about this new JSS—a Joint Security
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Something or other, I can’t remember my acronyms anymore. It’s
a base. We’re going to build another base out at the far
western  nexus  of  that  green  carpet.  Near  a  village  named
Omarkhel.

“Somebody’s gonna fuckin’ die,” he says.

I can’t disagree with him.

“You believe this shit, sergeant? We’re practically combat
fuckin’ inoperable what with all the casualties we’ve taken
and they want us to go out there and man another fuckin’
base?”

“Bullshit,” says the other guard.

“What’s gonna happen when this JSS gets hit, huh? I mean, we
can’t even use the road without Counter-IED clearin’ the way.
How’s anyone supposed to get out there to help us?”

“Hell, even Counter-IED got hit with an IED.”

This is all stuff way over any of our pay grades.

“What do you think, sergeant?”

I don’t say it but I think he’s probably right. Whoever came
up with the grand idea of plopping another base even deeper
into Nerkh Valley is going to get a rude awakening when they
hear about yet another truckful of soldiers getting blown sky-
high either on their way out to or back from it. It’s the
road. There’s only one squiggly-ass dirt road in or out of
that valley; a natural bottleneck. We’ve already lost so many
because of that road. Hall. Ogden. Wilson. Obakrairur. Farris.
I’m  twenty-four  years  old  and  I’m  tired  of  people  dying.
People I knew, ate with, slept next to, traded jokes and
slaphappy bro-handshakes with.

Maybe my name is next.



But if the higher-ups want a base out in Indian Country then
they get a base in Indian Country. That’s where the bad guys
are at, hooah.

The guard flicks his cigarette. “Shit’s pointless.” His cherry
somersaults through the razor wire, and down, out of sight.
“We’re just shoving a stick in a hornet’s nest. These people
aren’t ever gonna change.”

And it hits me that if a couple of grunts with probably
nothing more than high school diplomas (and a Good Enough
Degree, in my case) can see the fruitlessness of our endeavors
in Afghanistan, then why can’t the generals, politicians and
think-tank analysts up there in the Big Beltway in the Sky?
How many more grunts have to die until they do?

“What do you think, sergeant?”

“I think both of ya need to mind your sectors.” Or, in other
words, quit your bitching about shit none of us have any
control over. “I’m headed to the other tower, call me if you
need anything.”

Within a month the JSS would be built, then abandoned. It
happened on their way back. It happened on the road. Pellerin.
That was his name.

*

Wait,  no.  What  actually  happened  was  that  I  was  in  the
recovery tent on FOB Shank. It wasn’t even twenty-four hours
since I’d been wounded when a whole truckful of Blackhawk guys
choppers in. Another IED. I beeline it into the triage tent
and stand next to them, let them see a face they recognize,
crack a joke or two. Some are still out of it. Specks of dirt
in the creases of their faces. A couple in neck braces. One
with a broken leg. Everyone’s been thrown around the inside of
an armored truck and, yes, the steel is just as hard on the
inside  as  it  is  on  the  outside.  Necks,  backs,  heads,



spines—all discombobulated. I count five, total, in the triage
tent. They’re missing one. The driver.

It isn’t until after nightfall that we send Pellerin home. No
lights but the ghostly green out of a Blackhawk. The wind of
its rotors. The medics, doctors and others create a cordon
leading up to the bird. I’m unexpectedly grateful it’s my left
hand that’s wounded and not my right since I have to salute
with my right.

We salute Pellerin.

He floats between rows of saluting soldiers. A body shape
inside a black body bag. Four carry him on a stretcher but I
don’t see them, I just see Pellerin sliding onto a waiting
helicopter and the doors close and the engine rises in pitch
as its wheels cease to touch ground and he’s gone. The IED had
blown  him  mitch-first  through  three  inches  of  ballistic
windshield. I pray it was quick.

In  another  day  or  two,  after  catching  a  rare  hot
shower—careful not to get too much water in the hole in my
shoulder, or the one in my thigh, or those in my hand—I’m on
my own Blackhawk to FOB Airborne in Maiden Shar, then on a
convoy back out to Nerkh, where I belong. That’s the order of
events. A conversation with a guard in a tower about somebody
dying actually happened before I was wounded. But it’s all so
twelve, thirteen years ago, it’s like something out of a dream
anymore. A gush of emotive images, smells, meanings. Takes a
while for everything to settle into place.

Nettlesome memories, getting in the way of the story I want to
tell  and  how  I  want  to  tell  it,  memories  half-imagined
anymore, memorized imaginings, best just forget about all of
them, I got a kid’s birthday to prep for—tap, ctrl + A,
delete.

*



I’d  rather  a  thousand  Afghans  die  than  one  more  American
soldier. This is what I write on my laptop in a not-so-diary
word doc. It’s mid to late August 2009 and I type this, and
save it, because it captures everyone’s frustration, my own
particularly. A thousand lives equated to one. I write it
because it feels so right, visceral, and I write it because it
feels so wrong, vile.

At the beginning of the deployment, I spent months not in an
infantry line company, where I felt I belonged, but behind a
desk in the Maiden Shar District Center trading scraps of
intel with Afghan police and national army about what was
happening  where,  which  outposts  were  attacked  when,  IED
reports, and so on. I learned to speak some Dari, shared meals
and chai with one Afghan officer after the next, traded jokes,
was guarded by them while I took my turn grabbing a few hours
of shuteye in a connex no more than a few steps outside the
door of our little intel-swap office. I came to admire a
number of Afghans, their patriotism, their ingenuity, their
faith, and to sympathize with them, with the obstinacy of
Afghanistan’s many hydra-headed problems, from corruption, to
extremism, to poverty, to incompetence.

But now I’m back in an infantry line unit and things are a
little different. I’m so tired of people dying. Everyone is.
You deploy raring to kick some ass only to discover your
entire deployment is turning into a line of losses, one after
the next, like holes left in the road out in that bottleneck.
You try to fill in the hole with something, anything, but it
never fills.

Sure, we conduct a handful of night ops in retaliation, kick
in some doors, find some IED-wire, but, soon enough, that
hole’s empty all over again.

We’re  rough  with  the  people.  Headed  back  to  base,  we’re
dismounted, when my team leader spots a guy on a cellphone. He
zeroes in on the guy, smacks the cellphone out of his hand,



shoves him up against a mud wall, pats him down, stomps his
cellphone into pieces. Another soldier smashes their buttstock
through someone’s windows while we’re searching their qalat.
Oops. When another IED hits, more than a few of us squeeze our
triggers off at anyone. Goat-herder running away from the
explosion? Pop-pop-pop. Van getting too close, not responding
to shouts and waves to stop? Put half a belt of 7.62 through
their windshield. Guy digging in the middle of the road for no
discernible reason? One shot, one kill.

Yes,  there  were  good  things  we  did,  promises  kept.
Communication barriers overcome. But throwing bags of candy at
little kids and drinking chai with elders and showing general
good will at best papers over the bad stuff. When the Big Army
comes down and an investigation ensues about why this farmer
was killed, it’s found that escalation of force procedures
were followed. It’s an unfortunate accident. Here’s some money
for the family.

But the people’s grievances keep piling up. Whatever trust we
build, it’s erased with the single squeeze of a trigger. Try
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to paper over things but all that does is add fuel to the
fire. It also doesn’t help that the Afghan army is often more
indiscriminate with their bullets than we are.

The people are convinced, the Taliban encourages them to think
this way, that you can never trust a non-Muslim, a foreigner,
an American, or the puppet government they’re propping up.
Trust is the hot commodity. You trust your brothers-in-arms
over  any  Afghan  stranger,  but  do  you  trust  an  American
soldier’s narrative over an Afghan’s? Should you?

On  another  mission,  a  couple  of  guys  wander  into  our
perimeter, smiling, waving, out for a morning stroll—Oh look,
Americans sprouted in our front yard overnight. We detain both
of them, zip-cuff their wrists, put them in a row with all of
the other military-age males we’re rounding up. Because we
don’t know. We can’t tell the difference between who’s Taliban
and who isn’t. We don’t speak the language, don’t understand
the culture, we don’t really want to.

First  day  in  country  and  they’re  telling  you  about
counterinsurgency doctrine, winning hearts and minds, even the
President of the United States can spout off buzz words like
COIN and the people are the key terrain, but it doesn’t make a
dent in us. Not down in the thick of the ranks. From newbie
privates already indoctrinated to mid-career professionals to
flag officers, the majority of us resist counterinsurgency.
These people, the rank and file, the army with its sergeants,
lieutenants,  captains,  majors,  colonels  and  kickass  (kiss-
ass?) corporate culture, they’re never going to change.

I’d  rather  a  thousand  Afghans  die  than  one  more  American
soldier.  We  put  the  people  in  our  sights  because,  often
enough, they were the only target we could find. The people,
stuck in a no man’s land between pissing off the Taliban, who
will kill them for talking to Americans, and us, who kick in
their doors in the middle of the night and make their children
scream  when  we  zip-cuff  their  fathers.  Still  hear  myself



screaming at ten-year-olds. Sit down and shut the fuck up! Is
that me? Is this who I am? Where’s my compassion?

I’m too tired of people dying, of worrying about one of my
guys dying, or myself, tired of civilians catching the flak
from soldiers frustrated with their role in a mean little war.
It’s only another week until my scheduled R&R and it can’t
come fast enough.

*

I’m on my way back from R&R. September 2009. I’m sitting in
coach and reading the latest Stars and Stripes when there’s an
itch on the top of my left hand, on the meaty part between my
thumb and forefinger. I scratch at it. It feels like the tip
of a screw just starting to poke out the wrong side. What the
hell? And I realize: it’s my shrapnel. It’s working its way
out.

Don’t pick at it.

Eventually, I leave it alone and return to reading my Stars
and Stripes. The engines decelerate; we begin our descent. I
finish my article and turn the—stop. Remembering the Fallen.
Two full pages of photographs, ranks, names, places and dates
of death, so many soldiers and marines, so many faces, names,
but I’m zeroed in on just two of them.

That’s them—isn’t it? That’s their faces, ranks, names, dates,
place  of—that’s  fucking  them.  Cox.  Allen.  They’re  fucking
dead.

“Shit!”

Heads swivel. I’m on a civilian flight. I’m not wearing my
uniform but one look at my high-and-tight and anybody can
probably tell. I fold up my Stars and Stripes, open it back
up, recheck their names, their faces. I stare and keep staring
until I’m certain I’m not seeing things.



“Shit.”

I say it much closer to myself this time. I fold up my Stars
and Stripes—don’t, don’t open it again—and drop my head back
and close my eyes and try not to think anything, to hear
anything, but it comes on, under the clunk of landing gear and
the roar of decelerating aircraft, a whisper in my head, an
incantation, repeating names, all of their names.

*

I’m standing in a shower connex with a pair of tweezers in my
right hand. I’ve been in Kuwait a few days, waiting for a C-17
to shuttle me back to Afghanistan. My shrapnel’s made a little
recess  for  itself  in  the  top  of  my  left  hand,  though
initially, boom, it entered through my palm. My tweezers don’t
even have to pull, it just snaps through the last threadbare
bit of skin and rimming of puss and I’m holding it, looking at
it, my shrapnel, under the phosphorescent glare of the light
over the mirror. It’s like a tiny meteor, silverish, clean.
The hole in my hand isn’t bleeding or anything. My body made a
perfect little recess to spit out the contaminant. New skin’s
even starting to grow down inside. Without waiting to think
twice, I release my tweezers and watch as my shrapnel drops
into the sink, clink, down the drain, gone. I don’t need any
token reminders. Their names are etched in my memory.

*

I also own a black bracelet with all of their names etched
onto it. After we got back, roundabout January 2010, everyone
in the company received a black bracelet with our fallen writ
across it. Many Blackhawk guys were already wearing one; now
even more wore one. I did not wear one, I still don’t. My
black bracelet is hidden in a box in the basement, along with
all of my other army stuff. To meet me, to walk in my house,
you’d never know I was even in the military. No awards or
folded flags hanging from my living room wall. My scars and



the beaten pathways of my thoughts remind me enough, thanks
very much.

*

It’s October and I’m back where I belong on COP Blackhawk
talking to a couple of my fellow non-comms.

They’re tolerating me, sort of.

“Remember  back  in  February,  back  before  we  even  started
building the cop,”—COP, or combat outpost. “And there was this
intel report about the AP3 checkpoint out in Omarkhel getting
attacked?”—AP3, Afghan Public Protection Program, call them
whatever just don’t call them a US-equipped militia of half-
Taliban good ol’ boys.

“Sorta,” says one of my fellow non-comms.

“What about it?” says the other.

“You remember the checkpoints falling? In February it was the
checkpoint in Omarkhel. In March, the one in Karimdad. Then
Mir-Hazari  in  April.  By  May,  it  was  Dehayat’s  turn.”  I
remember  this  because  I  used  to  work  in  that  intel-swap
office. A big map on the wall demarcated every AP3 checkpoint;
I remember erasing them. “One after the next, west to east,
all  through  the  bottleneck,  those  checkpoints  fell  like
fucking dominoes, remember?”

They’re not sure, it’s October and this is all so four months
ago. (I’m not even sure, umpteen years later.)

“But you see what I’m saying? Special Forces set up the local
militias,  equipped  them,  then  set  up  the  checkpoints  to
safeguard the road. But the SF are all over the place, they
can’t back up the militias day and night. Those checkpoints
didn’t  have  any  support.  Not  even  from  us  though  we  can
literally see Dehayat from here.”



“Mac, what’s your point?”

“June was when we started taking major fucking casualties,
right?”

“Yeah—and?”

“It’s the road, see? The Taliban wanted unfettered fucking
access to the road. That’s why the checkpoints were attacked.
That’s why building a JSS all the way out to Omarkhel was
never  going  to  work,  cuz  the  bottleneck  was  already  IED-
fucking-alley by the end of summer. The Taliban knew the road
was key, they knew it all along.”

“Taliban don’t know shit. Don’t go giving those goat-fuckers
any more credit than they deserve.”

“Yeah  Mac,  sounds  like  you’re  scrapin’  the  bottom  of  the
barrel on that one. Every road’s got IEDs in ‘em.”

And they leave me standing there in the dirt. Now I’m the one
talking about stuff way above my pay grade. They didn’t quite
say that, but they didn’t have to. And it takes me a cold
minute to realize: they’re right. Stay in your lane, buck
sergeant. Stop talking about shit you don’t know the first
thing about. No one wants to listen to you, you make too many
mistakes.

I look down at my left hand.

Sure, I do some things right. I’ve maneuvered my squad under
fire, engaged the enemy, prevented my own soldier from firing
on someone they weren’t supposed to only to spin around at the
shot from another finishing the job. Still, I’m nowhere near
the level of competence I expect myself to be. I mean, no one
is, but I’ve got one field-grade and two company-grades under
my belt in my seven years in this man’s army, and—

Only a divot of a scar left in the top of my hand, a pale
slice in my palm.



They told us before the mission not to go near the road. There
was intel about (yet another) IED. Don’t go near the fucking
road, they said. And what does Sergeant Mac do?

Thing is, it wasn’t just me who was wounded that day. Our
lieutenant caught one or more pieces of shrapnel, too. But
because his were located near a major artery—which I believe
he made a full recovery from, last I talked to him—the docs
shipped him back stateside, just to be safe. Be glad it wasn’t
worse. That’s what I tell myself.

And it hits me: I’m not cut out for this operational shit.
It’s October and we’re not even pulling patrols out west of
Dehayat anymore. We’re doing odd jobs around COP Blackhawk,
pulling guard, visiting “safe” villages like Kanie Ezzat and
Dae Afghanan. Busy work. Minimal risk. Command doesn’t want
any more casualties, not this late in the game. It’s October
and all we’re doing is winding down the clock, waiting for the

next regular infantry company, the 173rd out of Vincenza, to
begin rotating in. It’s October and I’m less than a year out
from  the  end  of  my  enlistment,  and  I’m  done.  Done  with
Afghanistan, with the army, with all of it. If I make it back
to Fort Drum in the next couple of months, I’m out.

*

It’s the day before my kid’s birthday and we don’t have any
cream cheese. How’re we supposed to make frosting for his
birthday cake? Who’s running to the grocery store? You? Me?

Please let it be me.

Going into it you think it’ll be easy, being a stay-at-home
dad. You won’t turn into a frazzled wreck of your former self.
You won’t end up desperate for a mere thirty-minute jaunt to
Walmart, a slice of time, a guilty convalescence from the
rabid lunacies of your toddler, a chance to feel, I don’t
know, normal again, but you do. Transitioning to solids. A dab



of toothpaste the size of a pea. Fucking potty training. Your
spouse gets to go and do adult things like commute to work,
talk to other adults at work, stress out about work, while you
get  to  stay  at  home  and  watch  Blippi  the  clown  for  the
umpteenth time and fight to survive another day of it. Because
when you’re a stay-at-home parent every day can feel like a
losing battle. He’s teething (again). Only daddy can rock him
to  sleep  anymore.  Take  that  out  of  your  mouth.  Spit  it
out—now!

I’m standing in the dairy section at Walmart and I’m spacing
out. I’m not thinking about the all-natural organic cream
cheese in my left hand, a buck-fifty more expensive than the
low-fat generic cream cheese in my right. The coolness of
their cubes in my palms. No, I’m trying to remember the names
of mountains.

*

It’s  December  and  my  last  night  in  COP  Blackhawk.  The
remaining days of twenty-o-nine, and our deployment, can be
counted on one hand. We’re hours away from lining up in our
chalks and hitching a ride up to Bagram. Midnight flights.

Darkness the infantryman’s friend. The 173rd have already come
in and taken over, pulling guard, running missions, sleeping
in what were until very recently our tents. I’m standing down
at  the  smoke  pit  and  the  stars  are  above  me,  brilliant
spangled sonsabitches like nothing you see back stateside. And
there  are  the  mountains,  black  crags  tearing  into  the
spectacle.

I recall a few missions where we scaled the mountains and when
we  scaled  them,  we  named  them.  Names  like  Mount  Outlaw,
Chocolate Chip, Drag-Ass One, Drag-Ass Two-point-O, Blackhawk
Point. Who knew, or cared, what names the Afghans had given
them.

*



At least, those are the names I can remember. I doubt my
memory  and  I  absolutely  doubt  my  own  versions  of  events,
biased and incomplete as they are bound to be. I don’t really
mention any heroics, mine or anyone else’s. My mind doesn’t
dwell  on  standard  heroics  like  it  does  the  unpleasant
realities, the blind spots in our collective rearview, the
things that should not have happened but always do.

I’m damn near forty years old, staring into space, until I
remember the cubes of cream cheese in my hands. Organic or
generic? Price and packaging. What’s the difference, really?
Is there any difference between the mythic me, the combat
story me, and the now me, the real me standing in the dairy
section of Walmart in flip-flops and pajama pants with two
leftover bits of twelve-year-old shrapnel still in him? God
knows they may never work themselves out.

*

My cherry crackles in the midnight December chill. There’s
only a handful of us down at the smoke pit. None of us speak.
We’re all looking out at the stars and mountains. Each of us
in our own way saying goodbye, good riddance and good fucking
luck. It’s only a few hours and we’re walking across the
landing zone of COP Blackhawk under the gusts of propellers. I
count my guys aboard the Chinook. Then I embark and catch a
seat with a view out the back ramp. The only light is a green
bulb in the fuselage. It details each of our faces. The only
sound is the thrum of the double rotors. I give a thumbs-up to
the crewman, then, in the next moment, we’re leaving. Never
get tired of that elevator-drop in the pit of my stomach when
the chopper’s wheels cease to touch ground.

I’m looking out the back of the Chinook, at the dark outline
of COP Blackhawk as it circles below. The overall square of
hesco bastions. The moonlit carpet of gravel from one end of
base  to  the  next.  Armored  trucks  parked  in  rows.  Light
discipline observed. In a few beats of the chopper’s blades,



COP Blackhawk is out of sight and I lean back in my seat, and
my  gear,  my  carbine  muzzle-down  between  my  legs,  and  I’m
looking back at when we first arrived in Nerkh.

COP Blackhawk did not exist back in January or February or
whenever  it  was.  We  visited  the  Nerkh  District  Center,  a
stone’s throw down the hill from where COP Blackhawk would be.
The District Center wasn’t much to look at. A handful of
Afghan  soldiers,  a  sprinkling  of  police.  What  caught  our
attention were the bullet holes riddling the walls around the
outside of the compound. One sergeant looked at me, grinned
and said, “It’s like the Alamo.” I grinned back at him. Hell
yeah, the Alamo. That’s what every infantryman really wants
deep in their bones.

*

From January to December 2009, Blackhawk Company lost a total
of eight killed in action. All of them to IEDs. Not to mention
the dozens upon dozens of others who did not die but continue
to suffer from paralysis, imbedded shrapnel, leg, neck and
back injuries, PTSD, suicide. Their names are forever etched
in my memory.

After we left, COP Blackhawk was renamed to COP Nerkh. Did the

173rd rename the mountains, too? Or the company after them? Or
the company after them? The names that stay with you, the
names that wash away.

*

When I ask the Afghan army commander who had taken over COP
Nerkh after the Green Berets’ exit if there was any way that
someone  could  bury  a  body  50  yards  outside  his  perimeter
without  him  being  aware  of  it,  he  laughs.  “There  is  no
possibility,” he says, pointing out that his guard towers have
clear lines of sight in all directions over the flat ground.
No one could start digging outside the base without attracting



immediate attention. “The Americans must have known they were
there.”

—The A-Team Killings, Rolling Stone, November 13, 2013

 

It puts my hairs on end. I’ve walked over that ground. We,
Blackhawk  Company,  built  COP  Nerkh.  My  ten  toes  tingling
inside of my boots. Ten bodies buried under the ground. When a
place you’ve known becomes a site of torture and mass burial,
it’s unthinkable, tragic, and then, all too familiar.

Many regular infantry bases, built up during the surge in ‘09,
were turned over to Special Forces roundabout 2012. The surge
was drawing down, the decade-long withdrawal from Afghanistan
just beginning. Special Forces were sent in to assure Afghan
allies we weren’t completely abandoning them while appeasing
taxpayers back home by supplanting thousands of regular troops
with “pods” of Operational Detachment Alpha (ODA) teams.

ODA Team 3124 took over COP Nerkh.

In November 2012, Aziz Rehman was found under a bridge in a
wadi, beaten, near death. He’d reportedly been stopped by
Special Forces, on the road, earlier that day. He died right
before reaching a hospital in Kabul.

Mohammed Hassan, in December 2012, was waiting with his family
for the bus to Kabul. The bearded soldiers told him to come
with them. Mohammed said to his family not to worry, that he’d
meet them in Kabul. They never saw him alive again.

Nasratullah,  a  veterinary  student,  home  on  break  in
Ibrahimkhel, was abducted in a Special Forces night raid in
February 2013.

I’ve read there was a box, on COP Nerkh. A plywood cube. The
bearded soldiers put the men they arrested in the box. Agha, a
fifty-year-old man and employee in Maiden Shar, described how



Special Forces broke into his house without knocking and took
him to their base. When he was electrocuted, buried up to his
neck and left to freeze overnight, or dunked headfirst into a
barrel of water, Agha said it was the Americans telling the
Afghan soldiers to do it.

The SF went to Karimdad, to Omarkhel, to Dae Afghanan, to all
of these villages I still see before me, the road twisting
through them, golden mulberries drying in a wooden bowl, the
apple orchards with the oldest trees and the deepest shade.
There was a man I met in Dae Afghanan, in twenty-o-nine. We
knocked on his door and he allowed us to search his home. It
was a cursory search; peek inside. Clear. I remember I stood
outside,  just  below  the  man,  in  his  courtyard,  my  eyes
feasting on his garden. A bee rummaging across the fiery head
of  a  zinnia.  Red-lipstick  geraniums.  The  cool  blue  of
cornflowers, or something like them. Salamalekum. You have a
beautiful garden. I said this to him through our interpreter.
He put his palm to his chest. Salam. Thank you. Was his name
Mohammed Hassan? I don’t know; I can’t remember even asking
the man his name.

In 2013, a military investigation was opened, shut, with “no
evidence  connecting  US  troops  to  allegations  of  abuse,
torture, harassment and murder of innocent Afghans.” Protests
erupted in Wardak Province. Hamid Karzai demanded the Special
Forces leave Nerkh and, by April 2013, they did. Within a
month, with permission from Afghan security forces, relatives
began uncovering bodies scattered in shallow graves around the
walls of COP Nerkh. Relatives who had searched, questioned and
quested  in  vain  to  find  out  what  had  happened  to  their
brother, father, son, as no record existed of their relation
being detained in any official database, now knew.

Neamatullah  wept  when,  with  pickaxes,  his  three  brothers,
Hekmatullah, Sediqullah, and Esmatullah, were raised up out of
the brown broken earth. He knew them only by their clothes—a
telltale scarf, a shirt, a watch. All else was bones and



barely decayed flesh.

Information  is  scant,  but  from  what  I  can  discern  an
investigation was reopened, per new evidence presented by the
International  Committee  of  the  Red  Cross,  and  it’s  still
pending, or has gone stale, unresolved, or is closed again.
Who  knows?  It’s  all  so  five,  six,  seven  years  ago.  Many
fingers point towards the Special Forces’ interpreter, Zikria
Kandahari, but, as a 2013 Human Rights Watch article points
out: “Even if Afghan personnel are found to have carried out
the killings and mistreatment, US personnel can bear criminal
responsibility  for  war  crimes  and  other  violations  of
international law if they aided and abetted, ordered, or knew
or  should  have  known  about  crimes  committed  by  their
subordinates  and  took  no  action.”

Things  buried,  whether  in  flesh  or  earth,  have  ways  of
wriggling themselves out into the light. Ten bodies buried
under the ground. Another eight found dead or left for dead in
wadis,  under  bridges,  or  what  have  you,  in  Nerkh  Valley,
Afghanistan.  Come  home,  kiss  your  wife,  go  to  your  kid’s
birthday party. And what of the people you left behind who
don’t have their son, father, husband anymore? What memorial
will come to stand on that ground? What plaque speak their
names?

Mohammad  Qasim.  Nawab.  Sayed  Mohammad.  Noorullah.  Mohammad
Hassan.  Esmatullah.  Sediqullah.  Atiqullah.  Mansoor.  Mehrab
Khan.

Maybe the tragedy itself needs a name for people to remember
it by. Maybe we call it the Nerkh Massacre, or the Nerkh
Killings, so it can join the long sad list of other massacres,
named  and  unnamed,  committed  by  US  military  forces,  from
Wounded Knee to No Gun Ri, from Bud Dajo to Bad Axe, from
Haditha to My Lai. That village, or valley, or river, that
ground forever in collective memory stained in blood. Or will
their names, too, one day, wash away?



*

My  kid’s  birthday  goes  off  without  a  hitch.  He’s  running
circles around the yard with cream cheese frosting still stuck
to his cheeks—organic, only the best for my baby. I’m sitting
in a lawn chair, watching him, and imagining a future-me and a
future-teenaged-him sitting at the table in the kitchen. I’m
talking away about something or other, but then, out it slips,
and he asks, “Wait, dad, you were in the army?” and I say,
“Yeah, for… a little while.”

“Why have I never heard about this?”

“Well, it wasn’t anything to write home about—say, what’re you
doing with your friends this afternoon?”

That’s how it goes. Divert and distract. Change subjects. It
never works out that way. But I don’t want my kid following in
my footsteps. Chasing war, combat, strife, then growing into a
forty-year-old man who spends his days trekking the fields of
his memory, gleaning shoots of violence, reciting the names of
others gone before him to prevent their dying a second death.
No, not for my kid. If I could swaddle him in a bubble of
innocence forever, I would.

Though, chances are, it’ll all go to shit.

He’ll grow up wanting to join the army, the infantry of all
things, he’ll go off to fight in some mean little war just
like daddy-o. Because I can’t stop going back there. Because
the United States can’t help itself from starting mean little
wars it can’t finish every couple of decades or so. Because
part of me is in love with the making of a myth of myself.

In  May  2021,  with  only  a  thousand  or  so  American  troops
remaining  in  Afghanistan,  the  Nerkh  District  Center  is
overrun. A Taliban spokesman claimed Afghan security forces
were killed or captured in the taking.



I  don’t  know  how  to  make  it  stop,  or  what  remedy  would
suffice. I can’t bear to count the dead anymore. All any of it
makes me wonder is: whose names are next?

 

<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>
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